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Independence Indian fiction retained the momentum that had been gained during the Gandhian Age. The tradition of social realism established earlier on a sound footing by Mulk Raj Anand was continued by novelists like Bhabani Bhattacharya, Manohar Malgonkar and Khushwant Singh, who made their appearance during the nineteen fifties and the early sixties. His most characteristic note in his short stories was gentle irony. It was employed to throw light on human psychology. True to his characteristic lack of fecundity, Raja Rao has published only a dozen stories which are collected in The Cow of the Barricades and Other Stories (1947) and The Policeman and the Rose (1978). Today Indian English fiction has developed into a branched tree with stable roots. Very short stories in graded English for class and for home. A choice of short short stories for school, college and home study. Texts in graded English, mostly under 1000 words, all with worksheets and classroom ideas for teachers, for use with intermediate and advanced EFL / ESL. Short stories - advanced English - B2 and C1. Short stories must be your own © original work. Linguapress is also interested in publishing good short stories by established writers whose works are in the public domain, and welcomes suggestions. To be in the public domain, works must be by a writer who died over 70 years ago. Linguapress - Free to view, free to share, free to use in class, free to print, but not free to copy. If you like this page and want to share it with others, just share a link, don’t copy. We study the development path of India in comparison with Pakistan and China because of the similarities these countries exhibit with India in the sense that all the three countries set out on their respective development paths roughly around the same time. India and Pakistan became independent countries in 1947, while the People’s Republic of China came into existence in 1949. Poverty alleviation came as a corollary of rural development and a part of the development path of India. India inherited a poverty-stricken economy from the British rule, which had destroyed its resource base completely. Learn Quickly from our best stories. Revise With the concepts to understand better. Classes.